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EVOLUTION OF BUSINESS INPUT INTO DECISION MANAGEMENT
In the beginning…
Text-based decision requirements
Logic complete/consistent: No
Logic testable: No

DMN
Model-based decision requirements and execution
Logic complete/consistent: No
Logic testable: Yes

2010

“The Decision Model”
Model-based decision requirements
Logic complete/consistent: Yes
Logic testable: No

2016

2018+

DMN Method and Style
Model-based decision requirements and execution
Logic complete/consistent: Yes
Logic testable: Yes

FOCUS ON DECISION TABLES
◼ DMN’s most familiar, business-friendly expression type
◼ Is the logic complete and consistent?
◼

Gaps in the rules?

◼

Rule overlaps not resolved by hit policy?

◼ Is it the “best” decision table?
◼

Subsumption? (Rules that could be combined)

◼

Normal form? (Following TDM)

◼

“Best” hit policy?

◼ Is the logic correct?
◼

Do test cases give the expected result?

◼

How many test cases do I need?

FOCUS ON DECISION TABLES WE WILL DEMONSTRATE:
◼ DMN’s most familiar, business-friendly expression type
◼ Is the logic complete and consistent?

◼ Method and Style Decision Table Analysis

◼

Gaps in the rules?

◼ Automated validation in Trisotech and Red Hat tools

◼

Rule overlaps not resolved by hit policy?

◼ Lists rule gaps and hit policy errors

◼ Is it the “best” decision table?
◼

Subsumption? (Rules that could be combined)

◼

Normal form? (Following TDM)

◼

“Best” hit policy?

◼ Is the logic correct?
◼

Do test cases give the expected result?

◼

How many test cases do I need?

◼ Lists subsumption and normal form violations

◼ Hit Policy Recommender
◼ E.g., ANY table should be UNIQUE

◼ Test Case Generator
◼ Implements Modified Condition/Decision Coverage

(MC/DC) algorithm

◼ Good coverage with minimal number of test cases

DECISION TABLE ANALYSIS
◼ Gaps in the rules indicate incomplete logic
◼ Rule overlaps may be resolved by hit policy
◼ UNIQUE – overlaps not allowed
◼ ANY – overlaps must have same output value
◼ PRIORITY – overlapping rule with highest priority

selected
◼

A rule is “masked” when always lower priority than
overlapping rule

◼ Subsumption
◼ Table not fully contracted; rules may be combined

HIT POLICY RECOMMENDER
◼ The Problem
◼ Modeler uses hit policy A where the table calls for U

(no overlaps)

◼ Modeler uses hit policy P where the table calls for A

(overlaps have same output value)

TEST CASE GENERATOR
◼ A test case is a set of input values for which the decision

table output can be compared to the value expected by a

subject matter expert.
◼

A critical step often neglected

◼ Issues
◼

SMEs have no idea how to create test cases that adequately test
the logic.

◼

The number of test cases required for complete coverage is often
too large to be practical
◼

Ncomplete = product(for j in 1..count(inputs) return enums(inputs[j])),
where enums(input) is count of enumerated values of input.

◼

In this table, Ncomplete = 3*5*3*5 = 225

◼ Solution
◼

Automatically generate enough test cases to provide adequate
coverage

MODIFIED CONDITION/DECISION
COVERAGE (MC/ DC)
◼ A testing coverage criterion developed by and for the

avionics industry, providing acceptable safety with
much fewer test cases than Ncomplete
◼

A test case exists for every decision output value.

◼

For each input, every enum value is tested at least once.

◼

For each input, a test case exists where the input value
independently determines the decision output.
◼

◼

A value for the input exists where every other value for that
input, holding values for all other inputs constant, gives some
other decision output value.

Typically NMC/DC ~ sum(for j in 1..count(inputs) return
enums(inputs[j])), where enums(input) is count of
enumerated values of input.
◼

In this table, NMC/DC ~ 3+5+3+5 = 16, vs
Ncomplete = 3*5*3*5 = 225

MC/DC IMPLEMENTATION
◼ Published examples of MC/DC typically have only Boolean inputs and outputs
◼

We need to adapt to DMN decision tables
◼

◼

General approach
◼

◼

Enumerated test case input and output values
Pick one input in[j]
◼

Find a “positive” test case with output out(in[j]=in1)=out1 and out(in[j] != in1) != out1, keeping the values of all in[k != j] constant

◼

For this positive test case, list all “negative” test cases, where in[j]!=in1 and all in[k != j] are unchanged

◼

Repeat this for other inputs, until there is at least one positive test case for each input, and at least one positive test case for each output value

◼

Combine positive and negative test cases and remove duplicates

Strategy (heuristic)
◼

To minimize count of test cases, try to…
◼

Minimize duplicate output values

◼

Maximize duplicate test cases

OUR MC/DC ALGORITHM

◼ Key questions affecting NMC/DC
◼ What should be the order of inputs processed?
◼ For that input, what should be the first value tried

◼ For continuous inputs, select enum values that fully cover the decision table
◼ Order the inputs in decreasing count of enum values
◼ For that input, try either…
◼

The enum value that matches the most rules, or

◼

The enum value that least often results in the else rule value

TEST CASE GENERATOR EXAMPLE
◼ FNMA Purchase Eligibility – Manual Underwriting
◼ Given Property Usage, Loan-to-Value %, Debt-to-Income %, and

Borrower Reserves (Liquid Assets/Monthly Housing Expense)…

◼ … what is the minimum Credit Score required for Eligibility?

TEST CASE GENERATOR EXAMPLE
◼ We can change continuous inputs (2, 3, 4) into a list of enums that cover all
table conditions

◼ Count of enums: Usage 3, LTV 5, DTI 3, Reserves 5
◼ So start with either LTV or Reserves

◼ Let’s start with Reserves
◼ Which enum creates positive case with new output value, matches most

rules? Both 7 and 13 match 13 rules, others fewer

◼ So try Reserves=13, find a set [Usage, LTV, DTI, 13] where any

Reserves value other than 13 changes the decision output (keeping the
other 3 inputs constant)

TEST CASE GENERATOR EXAMPLE
◼ Next is LTV
◼ Both 74 and 76 match 10 rules, so try 74

◼ We now have 10 test cases, covering 2 of the 4 inputs and no duplicates

yet

◼ Next is DTI
◼ 37 matches most rules

◼ Now 12 unique test cases, including 1 duplicate

TEST CASE GENERATOR EXAMPLE
◼ Next is Usage

◼ We have all 4 inputs, need positive cases for outputs 680, 1000

◼ MC/DC complete, 14 unique test cases

Implementation: kie-dmn-validation - static analysis toolings
◼

validation of DMN against specification XSDs

◼

static validation of DMN file
◼
◼

e.g.: pre-compilation phase semantic validations (duplicate names, etc.)
fun-fact: static validation is performed with… Drools rules!

◼

compilation phase checks

◼

decision tables static analysis
◼
◼
◼
◼

implementing Method & Style checks
semantic checks
Hit Policy recommender
MC/DC test case generator

Decision Table static analysis features
◼

Table completeness
◼

◼

◼

◼

overlaps properly handled by hit policy

Subsumption

◼

in P tables where some rule is never the top
priority

◼

"Misleading rules" in P tables

◼

Normalization checks

imported ItemDefinition types
null handling
FEEL expressions in output
etc.

◼

Warns about enumerated columns

◼

Consolidated user-friendly messages

rules that could be combined

Rule masking

Consistent with DMN expectations
◼
◼
◼
◼

no gaps in the rules

Table consistency
◼

◼

◼

The same validation is interoperable in Red Hat & Trisotech tooling

Contraction: Rules [1, 3] can be combined for contraction by joining on input 1
Overlap detected: Overlap values: [ 660, "Bad" ] for rules: [2, 4]. UNIQUE hit policy decision tables can only have one matching rule.
Gap detected: [ >660, "Fair" ]

Another fun example: Misleading rule

DMN: Rule 4 is a misleading rule. It could be misleading over other rules, such as rule: 2
Example taken from Vanthienen

Another fun example: Misleading rule

DMN: Rule 4 is a misleading rule. It could be misleading over other rules, such as rule: 2
Example taken from Vanthienen

Hit policy recommenderin a nutshell

◼

If there are Gaps, no recommendations.

◼

If No Gaps and no Overlaps: recommend UNIQUE where possible.

◼

If No Gaps , but Overlaps with same output: recommend ANY

◼

If No Gaps , but Overlaps with different output: recommend PRIORITY where possible

Test case generator for MC/DC demo

◼

Compute MC/DC test cases for table

◼

Analytical representation in tabular form (Excel)

◼

Serialized as DMN TCK test cases format, for execution

Test case generator for MC/DC demo

Test case generator for MC/DC demo

Want to know more?
●

Drools Website: https:/ / drools.org/ learn/ dmn.html
Specific Chapter for Drools DMN support in the documentation

●

http:/ / learn-dmn-in-15 -minutes.com

●

Videos: https:/ / www.youtube.com/ playlist?list=PLdbdefeRIj9RW_bWDmx17oXzKshu-4 T9H

●

Trisotech: https:/ / www.trisotech.com/ dmnquickstart

●

Bruce Silver’s book: DMN Method & Style : http:/ / methodandstyle.com/ books

More info, links, books, e tc
Red Hat Business Automation:https://www.re dhat.com/e n/te chnologie s/jboss-middle ware /proce ss-automation-manage r
DMN Spe cification: https://www.omg.org/spe c/DMN/About-DMN/
DMN Te chnology Compatibility Kit (TCK): https://dmn-tck.github.io/tck/inde x.html
DMN Me thod and Style (2nd e dition): https://amzn.to/2Rk9vbQ
DMN Cookbook: https://amzn.to/2MBEwaO

